
Easy, fast and reliable  
remote reading
• Collect data automatically or via 

drive-by

• Detect leakages or unusual 
consumption levels

• Access consumption data 
whenever it suits you

READy
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“It saves us a lot of time and effort. I have 
previously crawled around in mud and rain in order 
to read old mechanical meters. Now, I can get the 
job done in a few minutes, right from my desk.  
It is brilliant.”

Arne Papp, Deputy Chairman on the Board of 
Directors at the allotment society, Ishøjgaard

Maximum benefit of 
remote reading  
– without the hassle 

With a READy remote reading system, you can say goodbye 
to annual reading cards with unreadable handwriting,  
delayed return of these and the hassle of obtaining access  
to tenancies in order to read meters. 

READy replaces the difficult and time-consuming manual 
collection of data with easy, fast and reliable meter reading. 
And you can access data whenever you want. READy is  
more than just a meter reading system. It is also a service 
tool that allows you to respond to leakages or unusual 
consumption levels, and thereby save your tenants for 
unexpected extra bills. 

Small steps or 
everything at once  
– it is up to you

READy is designed with flexibility and user-friendliness in 
focus, so you can handle your remote reading in the pace that 
suits you best and without having to make a big investment.

It is easy to get started and you can always customise the 
solution to fit your needs, without having to replace your 
meters. Start with a drive-by solution that can easily be 
extended over time or move straight to a fully automated 
network solution. No matter how you prefer to do it, you will 
quickly experience how easy remote reading can be.

“As a minimum, we read the meters once a month 
to get data. In this way, we ensure that any leaks are 
discovered very early. Prior to the remote reading 
system, we just didn’t discover smaller leaks in 
residents’ apartments until we carried out the annual 
reading.”

Henrik Hansen, Senior Caretaker in Gildbroterrasserne 
Homeowners’ Association
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Drive-by meter 
reading – collect  
data on the go

With READy drive-by you can read meters from your car,  
while on the go. All you need is the READy App on an  
Android smartphone or tablet, a READy converter and the  
PC program, READy Manager. 

The meter reading happens automatically while you drive, 
and a map on your smartphone displays nearby meters and 
meters to be read. You do not have to follow a specific route 
and the readings are collected so fast that you can drive at 
city-speed and still collect all data on consumption, leakages 
etc. When you are done, it only takes a few clicks to export 
data to your own or external application, e.g. your billing 
program. Or get data automatically in your preferred interval. 

Network reading  
– it does not get  
easier than that

It does not get easier to read meters than with a READy 
network solution. All you need is a number of collection 
units placed strategically relative to your meters, and the PC 
program READy Manager.

The meter reading happens automatically. So while the 
system collects the data that gives you a complete overview 
of consumption, leakages and other irregularities, you can 
spend your time on other important tasks. It only takes a few 
clicks to export data to your preferred billing program, or you 
can have them exported automatically. It does not get easier 
than that. 

eButler  
– consumption data at your 
fingertips
In addition to your remote reading, eButler provides a graphical overview that makes it 
easy to monitor and compare consumption across tenancies and common areas.

eButler provides tenants with an easy and user-friendly overview of their consumption. 
This helps them become aware of their own consumption behaviour – you’ll be 
surprised how big of an effect that can have on future consumption. Also, alerts on 
unusual high consumption help tenants avoid unexpected bills. If they simply want a 
little insight from time to time, they can receive a report at regular intervals instead. 
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READy

Think forward

Kamstrup A/S
Industrivej 28, Stilling
DK-8660 Skanderborg
T: +45 89 93 10 00
F: +45 89 93 10 01
info@kamstrup.com
kamstrup.com

We create  
progress for others

Kamstrup is a world-leading supplier of intelligent solutions for 
optimising consumption of water and energy. We are 100% Danish 
and one quarter of our employees work with innovation. Our 
solutions are used by utilities, property managers and building 
owners all over the world, for reliable and cost-effective metering. 
By anticipating our customers’ challenges, we enable them to run a 
better business and inspire smarter, more responsible solutions for 
the buildings they administrate or own.  

Our solutions range from consumption meters, smart metering 
systems, hosting and services to analytics and system operations. 
All products are produced in Denmark with the highest certifications 
for environmental safety and quality, and we are represented in more 
than 80 countries worldwide by local offices or distributors. 




